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Abstract. We show that computing the revenue-optimal deterministic
auction in unit-demand single-buyer Bayesian settings, i.e. the optimal
item-pricing, is computationally hard even in single-item settings where
the buyer’s value distribution is a sum of independently distributed at-
tributes, or multi-item settings where the buyer’s values for the items are
independent. We also show that it is intractable to optimally price the
grand bundle of multiple items for an additive bidder whose values for
the items are independent. These difficulties stem from implicit defini-
tions of a value distribution. We provide three instances of how different
properties of implicit distributions can lead to intractability: the first is
a #P -hardness proof, while the remaining two are reductions from the
SQRT-SUM problem of Garey, Graham, and Johnson [14]. While simple
pricing schemes can oftentimes approximate the best scheme in revenue,
they can have drastically different underlying structure. We argue there-
fore that either the specification of the input distribution must be highly
restricted in format, or it is necessary for the goal to be mere approxi-
mation to the optimal scheme’s revenue instead of computing properties
of the scheme itself.

1 Introduction

Designing auctions to maximize revenue in a Bayesian setting is a problem of high
importance in both theoretical and applied economics [19–21]. While substantial
progress has been made on designing mechanisms with revenue guarantees that
are approximately optimal [4, 6, 9, 10], the question of determining the optimal
mechanism exactly has been much more intricate [1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 16, 17, 22].

In this paper, we study the complexity of designing optimal deterministic
auctions for single-bidder problems, i.e. optimal pricing mechanisms. Prior to
our work, Briest showed that finding the optimal pricing mechanism for a unit-
demand bidder is highly inapproximable when the bidder’s values for different
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items are correlated [5]. Our work complements his by either considering single-
item settings, or multi-item settings with product value distributions. We also
investigate the complexity of optimally pricing the grand bundle of multiple
items for an additive buyer whose values for the items are independent. For these
problems we demonstrate that even when the optimal mechanism can only be
one of two possibilities, it can be computationally difficult to determine which
one achieves the highest expected revenue.

We note that all hard instances presented in this paper have fully polynomial-
time approximation schemes, and thus our results preclude exact algorithms but
not computationally efficient approximation schemes. From a practical perspec-
tive, a nearly optimal mechanismmay be almost as desirable as an exact one. From
a theoretical perspective, however, it is important to understand the structure of
the exactly optimal mechanism [20], which may be drastically different than that
of approximate ones. Computational barriers to determining the best mechanism,
such as the ones presented here, reflect barriers to understanding its structure.

Our results suggest in particular that great care must be taken in how a bid-
der’s value distributions are specified. Intricate distributions can be described
succinctly, providing a simple outlet to encode computationally hard problems.
We present three concrete scenarios where succinctly-represented distributions
lead to computational hardness: Easy-to-describe discrete distributions may have
exponential size support, may have mild irrationality in their support, or have
mild irrationality in the probabilities they assign. Indeed, many (or all) of these
features of discrete distributions can be present in simple continuous distribu-
tions. Thus, to obtain a robust theory of optimal Bayesian mechanism design,
we must either aim for only approximate revenue guarantees or severely limit
the types and specification format of allowable value distributions.

2 Preliminaries

In our model, there is a seller with n items and a buyer whose values for the
items v1, ..., vn are random variables drawn from known distributions F1, ..., Fn.
We will consider both unit-demand and additive buyer types:

– A (quasi-linear) unit-demand buyer is interested in buying at most one item;
if the item prices are p1, ..., pn, the buyer buys the item maximizing his
utility, vi−pi, as long as it is positive, breaking ties among the maximizers in
some pre-determined way, e.g. lexicographic or in favor of the cheapest/most
expensive item.

– A (quasi-linear) additive buyer values a subset S of items
∑

i∈S vi. If subset
S is priced PS , his utility for buying that subset is

∑
i∈S vi −PS . The buyer

buys the subset of items that maximizes his utility, as long as it is positive,
breaking ties among subsets in some pre-determined way.

In the case of a unit-demand bidder, the seller’s goal is to price the items to
optimize the expected price paid by the buyer. Finding the optimal such prices
is called the unit-demand pricing problem. In the case of an additive bidder,
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the seller’s goal is to price all subsets of items to optimize the expected price
paid by the buyer. Of course, the seller may not want to explicitly list the
price of every subset but describe their prices in some succinct manner, or may
want to offer only some subsets at a finite price. We are particularly interested
in the grand bundle pricing problem where the seller wants to optimally price
the set of all items (the grand bundle) and the buyer must take all items or
nothing. As shown in [18], pricing just the grand bundle is optimal in several
natural settings. Furthermore, it oftentimes achieves revenue close to the optimal
mechanism [3, 15]. Optimally pricing the grand bundle is furthermore interesting
in its own right [13].

Finally, the distributions F1, ..., Fn may be provided explicitly, by listing their
support and the probabilities placed on each point in the support, or implicitly
giving a closed-form formula for them. In this paper, we study how various ways
to describe the distributions affect the complexity of the pricing problem.

3 Complexity of Sum-of-Attributes Distributions

We first consider the problem of optimally pricing a single item for a single
buyer whose value for the item is a sum of independent random variables. The
probability distribution of the item’s value has an exponentially sized support,
but has a succinct description in terms of each component variable’s distribution.
The seller must choose a price P for the item. The buyer will accept the offer
(and pay P ) if his value for it is at least P , and will reject the offer (giving the
seller zero revenue) if his value is strictly less than P . The seller’s goal is to choose
P to maximize his expected revenue. In fact it follows from Myerson [20] that
pricing the item at the optimal price is the optimal mechanism in this setting,
even among randomized mechanisms.

This problem occurs fairly naturally. When selling a complex product (for
example, a car), there are a number of attributes (color, size, etc) that a buyer
may or may not value highly, and his value for the product may be the sum
of his values for the individual attributes. If his values for the attributes are
independent, the buyer’s value for the product can be modeled as a sum of
independent random variables.

Formally, the problem we study in this section is the following.

Definition 1 (The Sum-of-Attributes Pricing (SoAP) Problem). Given
n pairs of nonnegative integers (u1, v1), (u2, v2), . . . , (un, vn) and rational proba-
bilities p1, p2, . . . , pn, determine the price P ∗ which maximizes P ∗·Pr[

∑n
i=1 Xi ≥

P ∗], where the Xi are independent random variables taking value ui with proba-
bility pi and vi with probability 1− pi.

Notice that we can always view an instance of the sum-of-attributes pricing
problem as an instance of the grand bundle pricing problem where we seek the
optimal price to sell the “grand bundle” of a collection of n items that are
independently distributed.

Theorem 1. The Sum-of-Attributes Pricing problem and the Grand Bundle
Pricing problem are #P -hard.
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Proof. We show how to use oracle access to the SoAP problem to solve the count-
ing analog of the SUBSET-SUM problem, defined next, which is #P -complete.1

#-SUBSET-SUM: Given as input a set of positive integers {a1, a2, . . . , an} and
a positive integer T ≤ ∑

i ai, the goal is to determine the number of subsets of
the ai’s which sum to at least T .

The idea of our reduction is to design an instance of the SoAP problem with
n+1 attributes for which the optimal price is one of two possible prices. A single
parameter (in particular, the probability pn+1 of the last attribute) determines
which of these two prices is optimal. By repeatedly querying a SoAP oracle with
varying values of pn+1, we can determine the exact threshold value of pn+1,
which provides sufficient information to deduce the answer to the #-subset sum
instance.

We proceed to provide the details of our reduction. Given an instance of the
#-subset sum problem, we create an instance of SoAP with n + 1 attributes,
where for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we take ui = ai and vi = 0, while for the last
attribute we take un+1 = T + 1 and vn+1 = 1. Moreover, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
we set

pi �
1

2nn(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2
.

Notice in particular that the first n attributes have the same probability of taking
their highest value. Moreover, the probability that all the first n attributes have
value 0 is:

(

1− 1

2nn(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2

)n

> 1− 1

2n(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2

i.e. very close to 1. We leave the probability pn+1 that the last attribute takes
its highest value a free parameter, which we denote by p for convenience.

Now, suppose that we use price B for the SoAP instance. We claim the fol-
lowing:

1. If B = 1, the expected revenue is 1.
2. If 1 < B < T + 1, then the expected revenue is at most

B

(

p+
1− p

2n(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2

)

.

3. If B = T + 1, then the expected revenue is at least p(T + 1).
4. If T + 1 < B ≤ T + 1 +

∑n
j=1 aj, then the expected revenue is at most

(

T + 1 +
n∑

i=1

ai

)(
1

2n(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2

)

≤ 1 +
∑n

j=1 ai

2n−1(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2
< 1.

5. If B > T + 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj , then the expected revenue is 0.

1 Indeed, the reduction from SAT to SUBSET-SUM as presented in [23] is parsimo-
nious.
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The fourth and fifth cases are never optimal, since they are both dominated by
using B = 1. We claim that the second case is also never optimal. Suppose for
the sake of contradiction that some integral price B strictly between 1 and T +1
were optimal. Then we would have the following two constraints:

– B
(
p+ 1−p

2n(n+1+
∑n

j=1 aj)2

)
≥ 1

– B
(
p+ 1−p

2n(n+1+
∑

n
j=1 aj)2

)
≥ (T + 1)p.

To show a contradiction, define for convenience

ε � 1

2n(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)
2
.

We will show that no value of p exists for which both of the above constraints are
simultaneously satisfied. From the first constraint, we deduce p+ ε(1−p) ≥ 1/B
and thus

p ≥ 1/B − ε

1− ε
≥ 1/T − ε

1− ε
> 1/T − ε,

where for the last inequality we used that T ≤ ∑n
j=1 aj . Moreover,

1/T − ε ≥ 1
∑n

j=1 ai
− 1

2n(n+ 1 +
∑n

j=1 aj)2
≥ 1

∑n
j=1 aj

− 1

2n
∑n

j=1 aj
≥ 1

2
∑n

j=1 aj
.

Therefore, the first constraint implies that p > 1
2
∑

aj
. From the second con-

straint, we deduce B(p+ ε(1− p)) ≥ (T + 1)p and thus

p ≤ Bε

T + 1−B +Bε
,

where we used that B ≤ T so T + 1−B +Bε > 1. We further have

p < Bε ≤ T ε ≤
n∑

j=1

ajε =

∑n
j=1 aj

2n(n+ 1+
∑n

j=1 aj)
2
<

1

2
∑n

j=1 aj
.

We get a contradiction as both constraints on p cannot be satisfied simultane-
ously. In summary, we have shown the following:

“For any p, the optimal price is either 1 or T + 1.”

We also note the following monotonicity property. If, for some p, the optimal
price is T + 1, then the optimal price is T + 1 for any p′ > p.2 Therefore, there
exists a unique p∗ for which the expected revenue of selling at price T + 1 is
exactly the same as the expected revenue of selling at price 1.

2 This follows from the fact that the expected revenue from selling at T + 1 will only
increase as p increases.
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Suppose that we knew some p∗ such that the expected revenue of selling at
T+1 is exactly 1. Then, if we denote by Vn the total value of the first n attributes,
p∗ should satisfy:

1 = (T + 1) (p∗ + (1 − p∗)P [Vn ≥ T ]) ;

so

P [Vn ≥ T ] =
1/(T + 1)− p∗

1− p∗
.

Therefore, it is simple arithmetic to compute P [Vn ≥ T ] from p∗. We also note
that

P [Vn ≥ T ] =

n∑

k=0

pk1(1− p1)
n−k · S(k, T ) = pn1 ·

n∑

k=0

(
1− p1
p1

)n−k

· S(k, t),

where S(k, T ) is the number of size k subsets of the ai’s which sum to at least
T . By our choice of p1 being sufficiently small, we know that 1−p1

p1
= 1

p1
− 1 is

an integer greater than 2n. Therefore, the S(k, t) are the unique integers in the
base-( 1

p1
− 1) representation of P [Vn ≥ T ]/pn1 , and can be found efficiently. So

given p∗ we can compute the total number of subsets of the ai’s that sum up to
at least T , thereby solving the given instance of #-SUBSET SUM.

It remains to argue that we can compute p∗ using oracle access to SoAP.
We do binary search on p while maintaining all other parameters of the SoAP
instance fixed, as described above. In every step of the binary search, we solve
the corresponding SoAP instance, determining if the optimal price is 1 or T +1
and respectively increasing or decreasing the value of p for the next step, until
we have pinned down p∗ exactly. To argue that this takes polynomial time we
notice that:

p∗ =
1/(T + 1)− P [Vn ≥ T ]

1− P [Vn ≥ T ]
.

We also notice that P [Vn ≥ T ] is a rational number that can be specified with a
polynomial number of bits.3 So p∗ has polynomial accuracy and we need poly-
nomially many calls to SoAP to determine it exactly. ��

4 Complexity of Mildly Irrational Valuations

Issues of numerical precision may arise when analyzing value distributions which
are implicitly described. Even very mild irrationality, such as the support of the
distribution containing square roots of integers, can cause the resulting pricing
problem to be computationally intricate. In particular, optimization may require
deciding between two mechanisms whose expected utility differs only by an ex-
ponentially small amount. In this section, we present an example of how we can
reduce a numerical problem whose status even in NP remains unknown to the
pricing problem for a unit-demand buyer with mildly irrational valuations.

3 In particular, each number of the form pi1(1− p1)
n−i has polynomial bit-length.
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Definition 2 (The Square Root Sum Problem). Given positive integers
α1 ≤ α2 ≤ · · · ≤ αn and K, the SQRT-SUM problem is to determine whether or
not

∑n
i=1

√
αi > K.

While known to be in PSPACE, it remains an important open problem whether
the square root sum problem is solvable in NP, let alone whether it is in P. [12, 14]

Remark 1. Checking whether
∑

i

√
ai = K for positive integers ai, i = 1, .., n,

and K can be done in polynomial time [14]. So the square root sum problem
draws its computational difficulty from instances where equality between

∑
i

√
ai

and K does not hold and we need to decide whether
∑

i

√
ai is > or < than K.

In the hardness proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 we will implicitly assume that the
given instance of the square root sum problem satisfies

∑
i

√
ai �= K. Given

such instance we will construct an unit-demand pricing instance whose solution
answers the question of whether

∑
i

√
ai is > or < than K.

Remark 2. The important computational difference between the square root of
an integer and the sum of square roots of multiple integers is that the i-th bit of
the former can be computed in time polynomial in i and the number’s description
complexity, while the same is not known to be true for the latter.

Theorem 2. The unit-demand pricing problem is SQRT-SUM-hard when the
item values are independent of support two with rational probabilities and each
possible item value is the square root of an integer.4

Proof. We will reduce SQRT-SUM to the pricing problem for a single unit-
demand buyer whose values for the items are distributed independently, take
one of two possible values with rational probabilities, and each of these possible
values is the square root of an integer.

Given an input α1 ≤ α2 ≤ · · · ≤ αn and K to the SQRT-SUM problem,
we construct an input to the unit-demand pricing problem with n + 1 items.
For i = 1, . . . , n, item i has value

√
αi with probability 1/i, and value 0 with

probability 1 − 1/i. Finally, item n + 1 has value T/2 with probability 1/2 + ε
and value T with probability 1/2− ε, where:

ε � K

4nmax(K,αn)
≤ 1

2
; T � (1/2 + ε)K

nε
.

Notice that T/2 > K
4nε = max(K,αn) ≥ αn ≥ √

αn.
We now claim that the optimal expected revenue for the unit-demand pricing

instance we defined is the maximum of T/2 and

(1/2− ε)T +
1/2 + ε

n
(
√
α1 + · · ·+√

αn) .

4 The item values are mildly irrational since the i-th bit of the square root of an integer
can be computed exactly in time polynomial in i and the description complexity of
the integer.
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Indeed, it is clearly possible to achieve revenue T/2 by pricing item n+1 at T/2
and all other items at a price greater than

√
αn. Since T/2 >

√
αn, if item n+1

is priced less than or equal to T/2, the revenue cannot be higher than T/2.
Now what if item n+1 were priced at a price higher than T/2? Suppose, e.g.,

that we price item n+ 1 at T and all other items i at
√
αi. Then the expected

revenue we would get is5

(1/2− ε)T + (1/2 + ε)

(
1

n

√
αn +

n− 1

n
· 1

n− 1

√
αn−1 + · · ·+ 1

n

√
α1

)

(1)

We claim that this is the best revenue we could possibly achieve if item n+ 1 is
priced at a price higher than T/2. Indeed, it is easy to see that the maximum
of the values of items 1, . . . , n is independent of the value of item n + 1, it
has expectation 1

n

∑
i

√
αi and, because T/2 >

√
αn, it is smaller than T with

probability 1. So consider any pricing where the price of item n + 1 is larger
than T/2. In the event that the value of item n + 1 is T (which happens with
probability exactly 1/2−ε) the best revenue that the pricing could possibly get is
at most T , while in the event that the value of item n+1 is T/2 (which happens
with probability exactly 1/2+ ε) the revenue cannot exceed the maximum of the
values of items 1, . . . , n which has expectation 1

n

∑
i

√
αi even after conditioning

on the value of item n+ 1 as it is independent from the value of item n+ 1.
Observe that (1) is higher than T/2 if and only if

εT <
(1/2 + ε)

n
(
√
α1 + · · ·+√

αn) ,

which occurs precisely when K <
√
α1 + · · ·+√

αn. ��

5 Complexity of Mildly Irrational Probabilities

The reduction of the previous section used distributions that were supported on
irrational values. A possible critique of this in a discrete setting is that it may be
unnatural for an individual to hold irrational values for an item. Contrastingly,
it seems more natural to allow for a person’s values to be rational but to depend
on certain mildly irrational probabilities.

Perhaps the simplest form of an irrational probability is one for which we
can efficiently compute arbitrary bits of its binary expansion correctly.6 Notice
that using a fair coin to sample exactly such probability, e.g.

√
1/3, is no more

work than sampling exactly a rational probability, e.g. 1/3: Imagine an infinite
sequence of coin tosses. We reveal a prefix of that sequence until, viewed as a
binary number, we can certify that the sequence lies above or below the target
probability written in binary; if above, we output 1, otherwise we output 0.

5 Suppose that ties are broken in favor of the most expensive item.
6 This property is satisfied, for example, by a probability of the form

√
r, where r is a

rational number; but, as remarked in section 4, it is unknown whether it is satisfied
by a probability of the form

∑
i

√
ri, for rational ri’s.
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We now consider unit-demand pricing instances as in the previous section,
except where the values are integral and the probabilities are irrational. As in
the previous section, we will give a SQRT-SUM-hardness reduction.

Theorem 3. The unit-demand pricing problem is SQRT-SUM-hard when the
item values are independent of support two, have probabilities for which the ith

bit of their binary expansions can be computed in time polynomial in i, and each
possible item value is integral.

Proof. Let a1 ≤ ... ≤ an and K be an instance of the SQRT-SUM problem.
Also let X be a large integer with X > max{3K/n, an}. We define an+1 = X2

maintaining the monotonicity of the sequence ai since X > an.
We reduce the given SQRT-SUM instance to an instance of the unit-demand

pricing problem with n + 1 items. For i = 1, ..., n, item i has value i with
probability pi = 1−√

ai/ai+1, and value 0 with probability
√
ai/ai+1. Finally,

item n+1 has value T/2 with probability 3/4 and value T with probability 1/4,
where:

T � 3

(

n− K

X

)

.

Notice that by the choice of X > 3K/n we have that T/2 > n, the highest
possible value of any other item. Also, since the sequence of ai’s is non-decreasing,
all probabilities pi are well defined.

As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can argue that the optimal pricing either
prices item n+ 1 at T/2 and the other items at infinity (call this “Scheme 1”),
or prices all items at their high value (call this “Scheme 2”). In the former case
the revenue is T/2. In the latter case the bidder will choose to buy the largest
item he values high, i.e. will choose item n + 1 if he values it high, otherwise
item n if he values it high, and so on.7 Therefore, Scheme 1 beats Scheme 2 if
and only if:

T

2
>

T

4
+

3

4
(pnn+ pn−1(1 − pn)(n− 1) + ...+ p1

n∏

i=2

(1− pi)),

which becomes, after substituting for the pi’s:

T

2
>

T

4
+

3

4

n∑

i=1

(

i

(√
ai+1

an+1
−
√

ai
an+1

))

.

Simplifying and using the fact that
√
an+1 = X , our condition becomes

T

2
>

T

4
+

3

4

(

n−
∑n

i=1

√
ai

X

)

.

7 As in the proof of Theorem 2 we assume that ties are broken in favor of the most
expensive item.
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This occurs precisely when:

n∑

i=1

√
ai > X(n− T/3) = K.

Therefore, Scheme 1 is strictly better than Scheme 2 precisely when
∑n

i=1

√
αi >

K, concluding our reduction from the SQRT-SUM problem. ��

6 Future Work

Studying the complexity of optimal pricing in a Bayesian context is an important
question, both theoretically and practically. However, to have a robust complex-
ity model, great care must be taken in specifying the input distributions. Indeed,
as shown in this paper, implicit distributions can easily embed hard problems
into the distribution’s parameters, and therefore any complexity theoretic model
of pricing must take into account the complexity of the distributions themselves,
and not just the length of a minimal specification.

A setting that avoids the computational barriers raised in this paper is that of
several items, each distributed independently on some finite size support, with
all values and probabilities rational and explicitly given. This problem is not yet
resolved for either unit-demand or additive bidders. Moreover, while our paper
has focused only on discrete distributions, issues of distributional specification
are perhaps even more vital if one wishes to model the complexity of pricing
with continuous distributions. It is of interest to propose a robust computational
framework for studying the pricing problem with continuous distributions.

Finally, our results apply to computing the optimal deterministic mechanism,
which in the case of a single buyer is tantamount to finding an optimal pric-
ing scheme. It is an important open question to determine the complexity of
the optimal mechanism design problem when randomized mechanisms are also
allowed.
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